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different abode*, iti establishment and internal arrangement*. The four
periodi through which the board of trade pawed are dearly described,
aa a n the arrangements made after its dissolution. Though the accounts
of the paper* are of necessity brief, thty are sufficient to help an inquirer
in his aearch for spatial knowledge. It is canons to find that ltttars are
•till shot oat from public inspection at the racord office which may be
studied without hindrance at the British Museum. Mr. Andrews, in
a valuable appendix, describee fully the proceedings in the passage of a
patent through the itaii. Dr. J. Franklin Jameson, the director of the
historical department of the Carnegie Institution, of Baatirch, aipicam,
on behalf of A-m^wM historical studenta, the cordial thanks of th« depart'
meat to the British officials who hare helped in tha production of this
volume; tha fo*"^* of students, British DO less *h«n Amfn-if̂ p, m stall
more due to the department itself whioh has undertaken tins work, and
especially to its most capable and careful editor. H. B. E.

In his Huton/ oftk* Jmc* in America (Ntw York : The Jewish Press
Publishing Co., 1913) Mr. P. Wiernik aims at reaching tha ordinary reader,
avoiding ' original investigations and learned disquisitions'. The volume
well fulfils its author's intentions, though the non-Jewish reader would
gladly exchange a mass of biographical details (with portraits) of rry*i«n*
worthies for more information about the Jews in the seventeenth cantury
in Braxil and Surinam. TT. "K. "K-

TJu Catkadral* of England and Walt*, by Mr. Francis Bond (London
Batafard, [1912]), » a fourth edition of his EngUA Catbdmb IUuttrntod,
which first appeared in 1896. Though the small sise of the book makes it
imfmaariilw to show mnr.h detail, the numerous illustrations from photo-
graphs will ba found very helpful to the reader, and the insertion of ground-
platts drawn to a nwifivrm scale is a valuable feature of the new edition ;
but it is a pity that some of the latter represent an obsolete state of things.
Thus both at CSuchester and Hereford the lady chapel is marked as the
Kbrary. 8.

Tha subject of the medieval castle* of "FrigW^ and Wales is one that
has of late received considerable attention. Mr. A. Hamilton Thompson's
monograph upon the subject (MdiUtTj Anfritactw* M England during Urn
Middk Ago, London: Frowds, 1912) is compressed into leas than four
hundred pages, and copiously illustrated, yet it contains a waalth of detail
that oouH easily have bean expanded into a much longer work. The author
traces the development of military architecture in "flngifcTwi from the
f^Ttiftt form of earthwork to the fifteenth-century dwelling-house, in which
defence oeaaad to be the primary consideration. Every stage in the
development of the castle and every variety of plan produced by medieval
architects is exemplified by wtQ-choten instances; and the writer's know-
ledge of his mft**"*1 ii exceptionally wide. He is able, besides, to draw
upon France for analogies and tot the models from, which Sngtish
eastle-builders drew their inspiration. The book is too full of detail
to justify criticism of details. It* author is not writing a guide to
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